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These wonen are determined not to be left behind in the rat
raoe of catching up with the rising living standards. They
lead in introducing nodern techniques in their hones and
develop the connunity around then. They dress fashionably,
and often buy their clothes fron leading stores and
boutiques in town. They aspire to holiday abroad if they can
afford it. They buy their food fron supernarkets in town
because the stores in their townships do not carry the type
of choice of items they wish to purchase. Many of then drive
cars of their own...The desires and aspirations of these
women are not different fron any other race.1
In order to extend the range of studies of wonen, class and
ideology in southern Africa,2 this paper attempts to
disaggregate the nass of African wonen who lived in colonial
Harare (Salisbury) and other Southern Rhodesian towns by the
1950s.3 Two nain argunents will be advanced. First,
disaggregation is best attempted in terns of class analysis.
Because the situation of urban African populations in the period
under review does not precisely natch the classis categories of
class analysis, however, an additional concept will be utilized
in one case:4 being "well-known" will be used to flesh out the
neaning of belonging to the snail petty-bourgeoisie of urban
communities. Secondly, the erection of a class structure amongst
African women is then examined in terms of the beliefs that were
held at the state and connunity levels about the proper place of
wonen in urban society. These beliefs are terned ideologies, and
it will be shown that domesticity and dependence were tha
cornerstones of acceptable fenale behaviour.
Two aspects of the paper are initially explained. First, I
think it is insufficient to automatically assign women to the
class of their nale relatives, and so it is necessary to consider
other factors when trying to analyze class positions amongst
women. Secondly, the basis for class differentiation between
urban population groups in a settler-dominated political economy
was ownership of or access to land, the urban expression of which
was housing.
1. Class Analysis
Women are generally invisible in class analysis, which relates
mainly to the classic dichotomy between productive and
reproductive labour.0 The members of a family are assuned to be
of the sane class, to which they are assigned on the basis of the
economic status of the husband or father. But the gender-based
inequalities within households in patriarchal societies render
this analysis problematic. Erik Wright, for example, does not go
quite far enough when he states,
...the housewives of workers are in the working-class in
their relation to capital and in a variety of possible
classes in relation to their husbands. An assessment of the
latter depends upon the real relations of control over
assets, inoone and labour within the family.0
I think that women hold their own class positions at all levels
of society. Their daily lives denonstrate that their class
positions within families and households, and therefore in
relation to capital are not the same as those of their male
relatives. First of all, men may have the option to withhold
earned income from women as they see fit. In colonial Zimbabwe,
for example, a wife's earnings automatically belonged to her
husband; he decided how they were to be used.7 Secondly,
property inside the family may not be truly jointly owned.
Thirdly, a man probably has more access to whatever benefits are
offered by state or government structures than a woman (since
states and bureaucracies have been gendered institutions which
support, among other things, the power of men over women).
Because of the dynamics of patriarchal society a woman's class
position is not identical to that of her father, husband or
son.8 Women's access to resources in the colonial political
economy may have come to depend on men because of laws and norms,
but marriage and other personal relationships were often choices
and strategies, not the sole determining features of women's
experience.
The terminology of class analysis in relation to African women
is also problematic, since, as many writers have pointed out, the
classic works of class analysis have developed around research on
the methods of capital accumulation of first world men.e Also,
as Bales points out in her studies of African women in
Johannesburg, the range of incomes between urban women was often
very narrow.10 A further important feature of the politioal
economy in Southern Rhodesia was that no group of Africans
controlled the means of production or developed into a
bourgeoisie because Africans were, practically without exception,
denied access to significant political and economic
resources.11
However, urban communities were economically heterogenous.
There were nen and women (such as those described at the
beginning of this paper) who, using various methods,
differentiated themselves from the majority, who were severely
underpaid workers. It is inaccurate to say that "well-known"
people inhabited the upper ranks of a working class because (see
below), they were in the position to hire, and therefore exploit,
labour. Although in the context of the entire political economy
they commanded miniscule amounts of capital and econonic power,
they did stand as a petty bourgeoisie in relation to African
workers.
One explanation for the lack of a precise match in class
categories might be that colonial capitalism was, in the period
under review, insufficiently developed to have wrought "full-
fledged" classes amongst African populations. According to this
view, Africans have been progressing along a path of
proletarianization, and in the 1930-1960 period they simply had
not yet arrived. This schene - itself adopted to counter an
earlier, fundanentally racist model12 that assumed that African
workers were innately different than other workers (especially
European and American ones) - has Underlain nuch of the past 30
years of labour historiography of colonial Zimbabwe. But it has
been subjected to a useful critique by James Ferguson, who argues
regarding the historiography of labour on the Zambian Copperbelt,
that the model which portrays groups of African workers at any
one time as suspended between end points called 'traditional' and
'modern' or even 'pre-capitalist' and 'capitalist' does violence
to the task of accurately representing the differences and
continuities over generations which have characterised their
experiences.13
Bearing in mind that the experiences of differentiated urban
African communities in the period under review do not precisely
match categories like petty bourgeois and working class, and
trying to respond to Ferguson's call for Afro-centric models of
class analysis, this paper uses a complementary concept to whioh
I was introduced by the women I interviewed in an oral history
project to characterize differentiation amongst urban women. The
way they put it was that some women in urban African communities
were "well-known". The way in which they used this term connoted
more than mere fame. A well-known woman had material assets which
other women lacked: a house, a husband, perhaps education; she
certainly had status, some money, and enjoyed relative safety. In
using this concept as a way to describe the meaning of one class
category in the terms used by urban African people themselves,
class analysis is not jettisoned and the component parts of petty
bourgeois/renowned status are analyzed in materialist terms.
2. What was the basis of differentiation in urban areas?
By the 1970s, the paths taken by groups of urban women in
Rhodesia had diverged to the following extent.
Wives who are married in the traditional way, or whose
marriages are only registered with the district
commissioner, tend to be either completely uneducated or to
have gone to school for only a few years. Wives married in
church have generally received a primary education, often a
secondary education, and many of them are engaged in the
professions. Mo professional woman would marry without a
church wedding since church marriages carry high
prestige...Women living in mapofcn [temporary] marriages are
never working in the professions, but neither are they
illiterate. Host of them possess upper primary education and
so belong to that section of women who came with high hopes
to town to earn money, but failed to find good employment;
hence they entered temporary unions to find economic
support.x*
What were the roots of this situation?" Following White's
analysis of domestic labour in colonial Nairobi,1B I suggest
that the forns of women's urban labour were intinately connected
with their economic situation, and that urban gender
relationships were in part structured by women's conscious
strategies of accumulation.17 Some women were more successful
than others. The basis of stratification was access to the means
of production. In a capitalist economy based on mineral
extraction and agriculture, the primary means of production was
always land. Translated into the urban context, the means of
production was either residential or farming land or, later,
simply, housing. Owning land or a house, or to a lesser degree
having the security of tenure represented by being an approved
tenant meant that a person could at least potentially engage in a
variety of accumulating activities. Significantly, all these
activities, once having crossed a borderline level of
profitability, would necessarily involve the hiring - and
therefore the exploitation - of labour. My evidence suggests that
all urban women aspired to secure housing, and that they did so
for more than the obvious reason of wanting a roof over their
heads. Without access to housing, a person was doomed to
insecurity and had little hope of avoiding the fate of
perpetually shuttling back and forth between the impoverished
working class and the destitute reserve army of labour. With
secure housing, rooms could be rented out to lodgers, vegetables
could be grown for sale, bricks could be made, a mini-brothel
could be operated, beer could be brewed, concealed and sold, a
gambling operation could be run.
Therefore, differentiation between urban African women was
primarily based on their differing degrees of access to housing;
there were women, who, on that basis, made their way "up", became
"well-known" and put themselves in a position to exploit labour.
After the mid-1930s this was achieved mainly on the basis of
formal, respectable marriage to higher-income msn who themselves
had access to housing. Advantageous marriage, in turn, partly
depended on women's levels of education.18
Bujra points out that bourgeois status is not just a matter of
lifestyle, levels of consumption or of ownership of resouroes; a
bourgeoisie "is defined in terms of its exploitative relationship
to the proletariat - it becomes a bourgeoisie by way of this
relationship."18 Although much more research is needed on this
point, it seems likely that the workers with whom the most petty
bourgeois of well-known women developed exploitative relations
were the workers who brewed and sold beer under supervision;
prostituted their bodies in the houses of small-time madams;
weeded vegetables; and rented or sublet rooms from stand or house
owners. This exploited group may also have included the domestic
workers who cleaned the houses and clothes and took care of the
children of these invariably Christian families.20
The Southern Rhodesian economy
The territory which cane to be known as Rhodesia, then as
Southern Rhodesia and finally in 1980 as Zimbabwe, was conquered
and settled by nercenaries in the 1890s. By the late 1920s a
segregated economy had been constructed. Settler-controlled, it
was dependent on the labour of large numbers of African workers
only narginally removed from the depredations of forced labour,
and on the hope of markets in Britain and South Africa. Only
after World War II and the northward shift of foreign investment
funds after the 1948 Nationalist victory in South Africa did the
majority of the settlers of Southern Rhodesia get a firm grasp on
prosperity. The low economic level of this marginal settler
society was not offset by prosperity on the part of African
communities; early capitalism was disruptive enough to bring
increasing levels of economic distress to indigenous people.
Having weathered the early storms of colonialism through
peasantization, many communities were on the economic borderline
by the late 1920s. The implementation of thoroughgoing racial
land distribution in the 1930s, natural disasters and the
trickle-down effects of the Great Depression were enough to tip
most of these communities over into a downward spiral of penury
before World War II. The major cause and consequence of this
dependence was the development of a full-blown migrant labour
system, as elsewhere in the subcontinent. An important
distinguishing feature of Southern Rhodesia, however, was its
emergence as both a center for labour drawn in from surrounding
countries, and an exporter of labour in its own right.21
State policy towards urban Africans was fairly contradictory in
the period under review. Although the ruling party espoused
extremely segregationist rhetoric until the early 1940s,22
expressed in legislation such as the 1936 Natives Registration
Act, in practice legislation was often unenforced and urban
communities had a wider degree of latitude than the letter of the
law indicated.23 From the mid-1930s# an influx of Africans into
urban areas, rapid industrialization, and unprecedented social
conflict in the 1945 and 1948 strikes pushed the state to force
lax municipalities into providing minimal services to urban
Africans. This approach came to fruition in the 1948 Natives
(Urban Areas) Accommodation and Registration Act (modelled on
South African legislation).24 The thrust of government policy
in the Federation era (1953-63) was to recognize the existence of
urbanized African communities and to paternalistically mould them
into obedient, controlled and tidy dependencies.25
Early differentiation pressures on African women26
Until the 1940s, the state's main concern with African women
was to define their positions, rights and duties inside the
evolving institutions of marriage27 in order to move African
family relationships into line with the new capitalist economy.
After an initial flirtation with some emancipatory statutes,26
the legal codification of permanent minority status placed women
securely under the control of their male relatives. Under
pressure fron disgruntled rural men, the state then began to try
to control women's sexual behaviour. Criminal sanctions were made
applicable to adulterous married women.2« And gradually,
women's sexual activity outside the control of male relatives in
general became defined as "immoral,*' and women so categorized
became the objects of social condemnation.30
Morality was also being defined in fairly narrow terms. A moral
woman was, simply, a hard-working, virtuous wife, and education
aimed to train to girls to this end. Thus the small number of
girl graduates from rural mission programs were meant to become
"suitable companions for the emergent African [Christian] male
elite". For this task they learned the skills of domesticity and
the maintenance of proper wifely dependence.31
The state's view of the ideal African wife is described in this
statement from the official in the Native Education Department
who was in charge of the "instruction of native women and girls"
throughout the colony:
...I like to think that this work is symbolised by the
letter H. Humanity, Homes, Husbands, Housewives, Hygiene,
Happiness and lastly Heaven. May I say that these things
will be achieved by women. It is they who must guide the
men!...The qualities of character required by the Government
can be better cultivated in the home than elsewhere.32
Encouraging the development of a core of women leaders - loyal,
thrifty and obedient African wives - fit in well with general
government social policy towards Africans before the 1940s. It
was policy to manipulate custom and tradition ("to bolster up
tribal ways, to try to maintain the past..."33) so as to
develop manageable flows of labour to the colony's capitalist
enterprises. Thus, women who were hungry for education found
themselves in schools for wives, in which training in domestic
matters was paramount.
Other ideological pressures were brought to bear on school-
trained girls through organizations such as Wayfarers and
Sunbeams for African girls. These segregated versions of the Girl
Guides movement were started in Southern Rhodesia in the
1920s.34 Among other things, a Wayfarer did "her duty to God,"
was "a friend to animals," and was "clean in thought, word and
deed."30 Wayfaring could change the behaviour of African girls.
European women missionaries approvingly noted that after a few
years, members often showed a "noticeable improvement" in
personal appearance, "a greater understanding of the team
spirit," and many had "spotlessly clean houses." The significance
of these developments to the process of differentiation was
expressed by a woman who became very prominent in women's
organizations in Harari Township in the 1950s. She had joined
Wayfaring in 1929 and recalled that of the members of her
generation, all had "assumed proper wifely characteristics in
their homes and are well-known even now (emphasis mine)."38
Thus the early ideological pressures on African women from
above focused on a snail group of educated* Christian girls, who
were neant to be precipitated out fron the mass of rural African
women in order to provide proper Rives for Christian boys.87 In
their training, the seven H's (as above) reigned supreme.
African women in Southern Rhodesian towns
The mission-educated women discussed above were mostly a rural
phenomenon in the pre-Horld War II period, as the men to whom
they were married generally stayed within the spheres of rural
missions. African women who lived in the colony's towns (the
largest of which were Salisbury, Bulawayo, Umtali and Fort
Victoria)38 represented a separate strand in the
differentiation of urban women. On the whole, these women were
disaffected elements of rural society who sought new
opportunities in the urban environment; girls running away from
arranged marriages,, wives leaving their husbands,aa and women
of various marital status who fled rural areas in the wake of
natural disasters and war.1*0
Demograpnic data on urban women is sketchy and unreliable,-*1
but the tables below display some of the available figures on the
numbers of African women resident in the colony's capital city in
the period under review.
Table 1. Adult African population of the greater
1934-69*2
Salisbury area,
1934
1946
1953
1962
1989
Table 2.
1926
1931
1936
1941
1946
1951
1969
Men
16
36
72
111
179
,475
,358
,338
,490
,770
2
2
7
36
100
Adult Africans
Men
11,962
15,043
20,010
31,658
31,658
64,073
113,350
Women
,594
,700
,510
,060
,320
•
: employed
1
10
19
39
79
147
280
c
in
Women
139
69
167
350
777
,894
,190
Total
,910
,058
,849
,550
,090
Salisbury,
Percent of women
13
7
9
24
36
, 1926-1969*a
1.1% of total
.45%
.83%
l.OX
2.3X
2.8X
8.2%
8Table 3. African women enployed in Salisbury, 1936-6944
Employed women Women in greater Salisbury X employed
1936 167 2,700 6X
1954 1,641 8,330 19X
1956 1,527 6,312 24X
1962 n/a 36,060 n/a
1969 10,190 100,320 10X
Throughout the period under review, only a small minority of
African women in Salisbury were formally employed. The largest
number of these were domestic workers.46 Because the vast
majority of urban African women did not earn regular wages,
tracing the development of urban female class differentiation
becomes a matter of searching for the survival and perhaps
accumulation strategies of primarily unwaged women.
Domestic ideology for urban women
Encouraging, the growth of an African female elite In Southern
Rhodesia became conscious state policy only after World War II.
From virtual neglect of the problems engendered by the presence
of African women in urban areas, from the mid- to late 1930s,
increasing in pace after the war and moving to consolidation in
the 1950s, the colonial state and associated institutions began
to address the issue of the ideological messages that should be
aimed at urban women. This had to do with a changing realization
of the value of depending for labour on stable urban family units
instead of strictly migrant male labour.48
According to the colonial stereotype a "stabilized" worker was
a man who lived with a woman and perhaps their children in town.
The stereotypical migrant worker was a temporary, woman-less male
visitor to urban or mining areas. As early as 1933, the Chief
Native Commissioner, in discussing policies followed on the
Zambian Copperbelt put himself on record as aware of the
potential benefits to capitalism of the presence of women in
towns and the resulting "stabilization" of urban labour:
At the Roan Antelope Mine [on the Copperbelt] 46X of the
labourers have their families with them. The Mine
authorities have found that the length of service and
efficiency of men who have their women folk with them
is...greatly increased 4 7
By the early 1940s his observations on the economic value of
women in urban areas were gaining wider acceptance in some
circles and were echoed by other organs of the state:
Malnutrition and deficiency disease are particularly evident
amongst the industrialized bachelor labourers, who are the
worse sufferers. They have never been taught to cook...and
9after the day's work lack the tine and energy necessary in
the preparation of all those extras with which a wife Bake
her neals appetizing and nutritive...[The] present over-
crowding of Basses of single nen .and women into confined
quarters is a prime factor in the spread of tuberculosis,
not to nention the care and cleanliness devoted to their
homes by most women whose "house pride" stands out in
remarkable contrast to the unhygienic filth of single
quarters. •*e
Given that the state could see the value of women in urban
areas, what kind of ideology did it aim at them? Evidence for the
earlier periods is scanty, but suggests that the Ideal of a
properly domesticated wife was appropriated from rural ideology
by the state as the model of the ideal urban woman. "Cookery,
laundry work, housewifery and other domestic science subjects"
were the only subjects taught in classes for location women in
1936-37.**° The following year the formation of a municipally-
funded "African Women's Club" in the location was reported, and
sewing and knitting were among the new activities made
available.°P Significantly for the matter of differentiation
between urban women, membership in the latter organization was
restricted to married women.01 By the late 1950s, domestic
education for African girls and women had become firmly
entrenched. In 1959, a survey of training facilities in Southern
Rhodesia for African women summed up:
The Missions give a good basic domestic training, and the
Southern Rhodesian government schools have this bias for
girls. [White] women's organizations are active throughout
the country, engaged with promoting African Homecraft Clubs
(to train African women to be good housekeepers and
mothers), cookery classes, sewing groups...03
The import of domestic training did not simply end with clean
clothes made .with proper buttonholes, however; it could have
implications for the eventual class position of a woman and her
children. For example, a study of the Langham Homecraft Village
(started as a private venture in 1943 primarily to train
"suitable" wives for professional and influential men) cites the
case of an early trainee who, when married, was "well known for
the high standards she maintained in her home and for her
emphasis on personal integrity, order, hygiene and a balanced
diet for her family." All of woman's children became successful
professionals, especially remarkable "in the context of white-
ruled Rhodesia of the fifties and sixties, when there were
limited educational opportunities available to blacks."03
Differentiating ideologies from below
Ideological pressures on urban women which came from above
would not have been able to make much impact on their own. In
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fact African urban communities thenselves embraced the idea in
terns of there being "good" wonen and "bad" women and that it was
in the interests of all concerned to put distance between the two
groups. Good wonen were conceptually separated fron bad primarily
according to their marital status. It has already been noted that
the first club for African women which was started In Salisbury
in the 1930s refused to accept unmarried women as members, and
this categorization continued. To become a member of the women's
organization of the United Methodist Church, theg , .
jrweMadzimai. for example, one not only had to be narried, it had
to have been in a church ceremony. Uneducated women were welcome
as long as they met this qualification.04
Educated and/or well-married women were urged to learn and
display skills that would visibly differentiate their lifestyles.
Popular magazines in the 1950s sang the praises of women who
spent time learning such things as flower-arranging: "He say,
this is progress!"00 Women's organizations within churches
played similar roles. According to Rnkwadzano rules, members did
not brew beer, "or send others to do so;" they should not smoke,
quarrel or fight; a member "must keep her home clean, and her
children clean, look after her husband's clothes, keep them clean
and the buttons sewed on, and to give him warm water with which
to bathe.M°e
Clubs for urban women had become quite well-established by the
late 1950s, although only minority of township women belonged to
them.07 Although some boasted the leadership of European ladles
and others were run by African women, the aims of both were
similar and attention continued to focus on teaching or improving
domestic skills and, dfi. facto because only a minority of the
women of a conmunity were members, on increasing the distinctions
between women of different classes. According to representatives
of a white women's group which ran a club program for African
women, "We are trying to give them the advantages that we have
had from civilization the male cannot advance on his own."58
To this end, those who attended annual meetings of the Federation
of African Women's Clubs were treated to demonstrations of skills
such as how to make scones and lay a table for dinner.08 An
African woman who was instrumental in setting up such clubs
hinted at a possible political importance of club work by
proclaiming in 1954 that African women had "a great contribution
to make...by building up happy and ideal homes," the ain of which
was to bring up "healthy families, prepared and educated to face
the future under the British flag."eo
Sometimes ideologies from below, and literally from above,
merged; an example is the Radio Homecraft Club, broadcast weekly
on government radio. RHC was started by an African woman, Agnes
Ranogoiwa, in 1954, as an effort to "get wonen together because
of some things we didn't like." Mrs. Kanogoiwa emphasized that
one of the club's functions was to air women's problems.01 The
weekly RHC program, which had expanded fron 30 to 60 minutes by
1959, pumped out heavy doses of domesticity over the air. Early
programs were in play form and focused on two initially helpless.
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"primitive and ignorant" housewives who eventually "reached a
standard where they could take part in needlework
competitions."82 Yearly sewing competitions organized by the
progran brought in hundreds of entries; "each [winner] would get
a [sewing] machine or a radio set or something and that
encouraged women to learn."63
Women's organization with other conoerns cane into being by the
late 1950s. Possibly following the women's club nodel, groups of
working women banded together. Reports from 1953 noted the
formation of The Harari Employed African Women's League (which
had a male president!). The members were mostly domestic workers
who sought an organized method of job listings and to promote
aspects of their welfare such as late night transport.84 In
1956, "a hesitant effort by [urban] factory girls to form their
own union," was noted.89 Criticizing their husbands for making
them feel "that the fight for better conditions was for men
only," 300 wives of railway workers formed a Women's League in
1958.8O Also in 1958 there was an African Trades Union Club for
women in the town of Gwelo; Women's Leagues of. the African
National Congress (Southern Rhodesia) in some of the African
townships of Salisbury; and two prominent African women had made
an attempt to form a "Women's Voice Association" in Haraii
township.87
The elements of class differentiation
1. Access to housing
There were few options open to urban women who had an eye to
accumulating money. Legal self-employment in petty commodity
production was restricted to men,88 and there were, as seen
above, few employment opportunities open to women. They could,
therefore, try to accumulate only through a limited number of
activities. Two were what are now thought of as women's
"traditional" urban activities - prostitution and beer
brewing.88 A third was that on which the others were predicated
- control of or access to housing.
Different policies were followed by the authorities of Southern
Rhodesia's towns in the disposition of urban housing to African
residents.70 After 1895 the Bulawayo Sanitary Board
(forerunner of the town council) allowed Africans to own
dwellings in the location. Significantly, however, the Sanitary
Board retained ownership of the land under the houses. This
arrangement gave rise to a distinctive pattern of urban housing.
By 1914, 92% of the stands in the Bulawayo location were rented
by women: a situation strikingly similar to that in both early
Nairobi and some areas of the Witwatersrand in the 1920s.7* In
1930, women in Bulawayo were losing ground to men but still
represented 68X of the African stand renters and house
owners.72
One very probable outcome of women's rental of stands from the
authorities was capital accumulation. Up to six huts could be
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built on a stand in the Buiawayo location which rented for 5
shillings per month from the city; each hut could then be rented
out for about 5 shillings. There was no rent control in the
location. By 1929, at least one wonan had been able, through
prostitution, beer-selling and most probably stand rental, to
accumulate an estate worth "hundreds of pounds."73
Hut ownership in the Bui away o location was taken up by both
respectable married women and unmarried prostitutes.74 Some of
these women organized themselves to defend their interests. In
testimony to the 1925 Land Commission, the president of the Bantu
Women's League (which represented the women property-owners)
said,
[Women] used to get a stand and they would build rooms on
them which they used to let to other natives and now they
are not allowed to do that. It is very hard on them as the
men cannot get sufficient money to support their wives.7*
Because they had access to housing and organized themselves
through the League to defend that access against the state's
increasing attacks, Thornton locates the women property owners of
the Bulawayo location in a "nascent petty-bourgeoisie".7e
African women also owned location houses in the midlands town of
Gweru. Jeater cites the cases of two women, one of whom built up
"a considerable property business" in Gweru and Bulawayo.77
Phimister similarly locates such successful women in the ranks of
a petty bourgeoisie.70
African residents of the Salisbury location, however, were
never allowed to build or own houses. But this did not prevent
some Salisbury women from emulating the efforts of women in other
towns. Unconstrained by legalities, they found ways to secure
access to housing up to the mid-1930s.7e
According to Joanna Hwelase, who moved to the Salisbury
location in the 1920s,
If you [a woman] went to the looation you could get a house.
If you were a girl doing [prostitution], if you wanted a
house you could get it. Rent was 6 bob. If you had a house
it was yours personally - as long as you could pay 8 bob for
it...A woman could get a house of her own in Matank [the
oldest part of the location], before the men started wearing
shirts or whatever, as they do today. Then — they said, "The
houses are now for men," and those men who had no houses
were given where the women had been removed. That's when
they did away with giving women houses.80
Similarly, a long-time local politician in Harare township
recalled that location prostitutes in the 1930s took advantage of
corruption in the police force and were illegally allocated
housing.8! Lawrence Vambe, a prominent journalist and
historian of Harare, noted that in the 1920s and 1930s,
"professional prostitutes in Harare seemed to enjoy some sort of
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official recognition. They acquired rooms as easily as
legitimately employed male workers."82
The following testimony from 1930 describes another tactic
which some women used in the struggle for housing.
We now find that the women without husband [sic] and who
earn their money by immoral ways are the controlling
influence [in the location]. She chooses her man for the
time being, only a boy with money, and sends him along to
register the house in his name, and - as long as he pleases
her - he remains the registered occupier of the house. This
has been going on for some time.83
The careers of two township women of the 1930s illustrate many
of these things: women's early methods of capital accumulation in
the Salisbury location,.and a cultural link between accumulation
and respectability.
Mai Musodzi, a.k.a. Mrs. Franks, was perhaps the most well-
known woman in the history of the Salisbury location. Yoshikune
has traced her early life, from orphanhood during the first
Chimurenga of 1896-97, to married prosperity on a farming plot
not far from Salisbury, to a relocation to the urban area itself
in the mid-1930s.84 There she quickly became the leader anong
the location women, mainly for her willingness to take on
municipal administrators in English on behalf of the township
women.80 She served in many aspeots of volunteer work until her
death in 1952. Mai Musodzi almost had it all: relative wealth
gained in her farming years, a proper marriage, a township house,
standing as a Catholic churchwonan, safety from colonial
harassment. What she did not have, interestingly, was formal
education. This did not, however, block her progress through the
history of the township as an influential and powerful
figure.88
Emma MaGumede, on the other hand was a woman from Bulawayo,
who, by the 1930s, had became famous in the Salisbury location
for her enormous size, "modern" lifestyle and the wealth
accumulated from brewing beer and running a brothel.87 Two
houses were registered in her name (one was a shebeen, and she
lived in the other). Unprecedented for a wonan and rare even for
a man at the time, she owned a car and had a driver to ferry her
about. The grocery store which say have technically been rented
from the municipal authorities in the name of her son-in-law was
widely remembered by residents of the time to have been managed
and controlled either by herself or her daughter, Winnie.88
MaGumede, who for most of her adult life made and enjoyed her
money without reference to male authority, may have been well-
known but was also fundamentally disreputable. When asked if she
was "a nice person, did she have a good heart", a respondent
noted haughtily.
When we say a person is nice, we don't mean the face. If she
was good-hearted she would have told the young ones, "Don't
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do ohihuu [prostitution]. Don't do this." But she didn't
teach anything. I didn't see it. She didn't go to
church.Be
2. Self-employment
Economic growth after World War Iieo had an inportant impact
on urban women's employment. By the early 1950s, for example,
there were approximately 1,500 more Afrioan women working in
formal dobs in Salisbury than there had been ten years before. A
survey by the municipality in 1952 showed that women were
relegated to the lowest-paying jobs.03- Although more research
is needed, it is unlikely that employment at any of the larger
establishments would have paid wages sufficient to enable working
women to rise significantly above the economic levels of most
other urban women.02
There was one other formal option for urban women by the 1950s.
In 1951-52, a few African women in Salisbury began to be issued
with formal permits to be self-employed; after 1953, securing
euch a permit was predicated on a woman being the wife or
daughter of an approved male tenant in one of the townships.83
Table 4. Officially self-employed women in Salisbury, 1951-6004
Ht of employed women Self-employed women t self-employed
1951-52 1,046 22 2.0%
1952-53 1,201 29 2.3%
1953-54 1,573 68 4.1%
1954-55 1,810 72 3.8%
1955-56 1,435 92 6.0%
1956-57 1,651 191 10.3%
1957-58 1,799 n/a
1958-59 1,999 231 11.5%
1959-60 2,495 232 9.2%
Table 5. Occupations of formally employed African women in
Salisbury, 1958-59"
1958-59 1959-60
Commerce & industry 356 738
Domestic service 1,332
Teachers 56
Hurses 166 1,757
Municipal workers 40
Self-employed 231 232
In 1958-59 charwomen earned an average of L9/10/- per month,
and in 1959-60 this increased to L13/7/-. This was at a time when
the recommended minimum wage for a single male worker in
Salisbury was about L6/10 per month.00 As illustrated in the
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following articles from the popular press, some self-employed
women were able to accumulate capital from their labours, thus
fulfilling the promise inherent in the official permission to
carry out one's "own business."87
An African woman, a prominent resident of the Harari African
Township, Miss Jane Maruta, has deposited L665 for a new
lorry. In an interview Miss Maruta said the value of the
lorry is L1165, and that she would make efforts to get it
from the garage as soon as the officials fill her
forms...Her occupation in [the township] is to sell
firewood. She started this business in 1950. Prior to this
she was working in Salisbury as a nanny.
Mrs. Chauma is fast making name (sic) in the business world
by her being the first African woman in Salisbury to run a
taxi. Previously she worked as a chair-woman (sic) and from
her hard work she managed to serve (sic) enough money to buy
a taxi cab. She employs a driver to run the car for her.BQ
Female self-employment was not the main method of accumulation,
however. By the 1950s, my evidence suggests that advantageous
marriage had surpassed other methods of women's self-advancement.
This development had its roots in the period of the closing off
of economic opportunities to women but paradoxically it began to
flourish in an era when more women began to enter the formal
workforce. It was a fruit logically born of the unremitting
emphasis placed on the correct roles of women as dependent wives
and mothers.
3. Marriage
In 1936 surveys undertaken of the colony's nain locations
arrived at the following estimates of the numbers of married and
unmarried women residents.
Table 6. Women in the Salisbury and Bulawayo looations, 19308S
Sby Byo
Hives (properly married) 150 200
"Concubines" (napoto women) 300 725
Prostitutes 150 300
Properly married women (either civilly registered or married by
Christian rites) were thus in a minority. By the 1950s, these
wives clearly enjoyed levels of respectability not accessible to
other women. But there was differentiation even amongst the ranks
of married women. For some, the marriage certificates which set
them apart from the unmarried masses also functioned like passes.
This was an anomaly in an economy where women were never included
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In the provisions of the main pass laws. Marriage certificates
were a feature of daily import only for women who were not "well-
known" . Harassment by police for these certificates was
widespread but it was rarely faced by "well-known" married women.
Typical of the latter were these women's answers to the question,
"Did the police ever stop you to ask for a marriage certificate?"
In my time we never met police who bothered us. Because most
of the police went to the same church as we did. They knew
us. Yes. They would know, "It's Mai Bakasa, it's ao-and-so."
Most of them knew us. 1 0 0
You couldn't stay [in your husband's house in the location]
without a marriage certificate!...You had to take it out if
the police who came [during raids] didn't know you. But the
regular ones knew, "She is the wife or she Is not the one."
That's what they did.10*
The following incident displays the link between advantageous
marriage and women's economic opportunities. In 1953 the
Salisbury municipality decided to aocept applications for the
lease of a "native eating house."102 The twenty-eight
applicants included nineteen men, seven women, a burial society
and a musical group. Six of the women applied on the basis of
being married to men who were prepared to advance varying amounts
of cash as security - from L400 to L1000. The seventh woman was
in business for herself as a wood vendor, but her application was
withdrawn. Interestingly, one of the married women was Emma
MaGumede's daughter, Winnie, of whom it was noted, "runs [her
husband's] general dealer's store". This represented in one case
continuity in a female lineage, even though the methods of
maintenance of class position had changed from one generation to
the next.103
Similarly, the career of the first woman general dealer in
Harari Township shows the relationship between one woman's
marriage, her access to the resources of the colonial state, and
her financial success. Born in 1913, Bertha Charlie had only
minimal education, and came to Harare in 1931. On the basis of
having been one of the local married women trained by the local
Red Cross detachment,104 she started working in the late 1940s
as a wardmaid at the African hospital in Salisbury, for which she
received the "Coloured" wage of L8. She then was asked to become
one of the first African women members of the Salisbury Municipal
Police, a group charged with keeping order amongst the township's
female population. Three years later she was given a license to
sell cooked food to workers from premises which she rented from
the municipality. Finally in 1957, she was "chosen" to operate a
general dealer's store in the location, using the money she had
saved from her police wages and through cooking. In 1989 she was
still running her business, employing at least three workers in
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the shop. In reflecting on her experiences as a businesswoman,
she remembered,
[In 1957] the whites...said* "He want to see what a
black woman can do." Many people were put forward and I was
chosen. . .Many people fought for this shop. But Mr. Briggs
[director of municipal "native administration"] said, "This
is municipal property, this oountry doesn't belong to
anybody [i.e. not only to men]." Many fought for it. But I
persevered, my child. He can't tell you some things...You
would find horns [attempted witchcraft] across the doorstep.
But I persevered..! was as good as the men, we were equal. I
was even better than some.100
At every step of her way up the ladder, Mrs- Charlie took
advantage of the few opportunities that the state held out to
African women. She went as high as a relatively uneducated woman
could: learning first aid skills as a married woman, cleaning up
in hospitals, enforcing state and municipal policies on other
women, selling food to men who were not allowed to bring their
wives to town. This continuing access to even meagre state
resources, predicated on her married status, was the necessary
ingredient in her success.
Another potential method of accumulation by women was the
manufacture and sale of handicrafts, the most prominent of which
was crochet. This was historically entirely a women's
occupation. In the towns of Zimbabwe today, it is common to see
unemployed and uneducated women hawking crocheted doilies and
bedspreads. But the practice of making and selling these items
originated with educated women, who probably learned the craft in
mission schools and then taught it to each other. For example,
one woman from a prominent family who came to live in town with
her husband in the 1950s, claimed that in those years she made
enough money from her crochet-work to loan money to a brother who
owned several buses! She was initially taught the craft by, and
worked for her sister. Later she branched out on her own. It is
likely that she then also subcontracted orders out to other
women. Another woman who, "lived on doilies," remembered,
[In the 1950s] many people hadn't known about [crocheting].
I taught my niece how to hold a crochet. She is now in
South Africa, selling doilies. I told her, "Use a crochet,
there is life in it." People were not yet aware that
crocheting has got money, has got life, so that you won't
bother your husband [ie. need to ask him for money].106
The factor that ties together the experiences of the charwomen,
the general dealer, the applicants for the eating house license
and the members of the early crocheting community ie that the
women who were able to accumulate capital had relatively secure
access to housing, which, dating roughly from the mid-1940s they
secured primarily on the basis of the formal relationships they
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naintained with working Ben. Housing and carriage were linked
because' one of the nain thrusts of urban segregationist
legislation in the period under review was to tie the provision
of family housing to nale employment. After 1946, a nan who lost
his town Job lost the right to rent his house (or roon, or space
in a room) as well.107 But the municipalities never provided
enough accommodation for the working African men of the city.
Married or single, workers and dob-hunters had most often to do
the best they could just to get a roof over their heads.
Squatting or lodging without a permit, they constantly risked the
penalties meted out to unregistered labour - fines and
imprisonment.
Gaining access to legal housing was the only way to gain enough
security in town to either carry on some kind of entrepreneurial
activity or to consistently reproduce labour; and legal housing
was a very, very scarce commodity.10° Therefore, a woman's
primary motive and responsibility were to get herself, her
belongings and her children if any into a house; or a room; or
space in a room. With a very few exceptions of well-educated
women, maintaining a relationship with a man was the most
enduring way to achieve access to housing. The most ideologically
preferred way to maintain such a relationship was through
"proper" marriage. In 1943 it was already cynically observed by
one government official that "The Marriage Certificate, instead
of being an imposition requiring legal penalties to enforce it,
has become such an attraction that the urban Native Commissioner
spends his time withholding it. And in spite of this, married
quarters are being built at a rate far behind demand."10"
Women at the bottom of the urban economy
Hot all women were able or willing to achieve what gradually
came to be known as "approved wife" status. They maintained a
less secure access to urban housing through other relationships
with men. The most common of these, mapoto. was so popular in the
urban areas that the state was forced to tolerate it even in
periods when it was under pressure to remove women from urban
areas.110 Designating «apoto women who lived with nen for
temporary periods as "concubines"111 and often declining to
prosecute them under segregationist legislation, the state
profited from their urban labours without the regulation
necessary in the "approved wife" system. Mapoto women took care
of "single" male workers at no cost to the state. Caroline Renhas
described mapoto of the 1940s like this:
We did wapoto. there in Mbare. Yes. You were told [by a
man], "You! Can you leave this place swept?" You want
mapoto. So you sweep and sweep. You go and fetch water. Then
he says, "I have left you some money. Go to the butchery and
buy meat." Then you go and buy that meat. Then you come and
cook your sadza. You make your tea. You drink. Then you sit
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there at that door. He comes back fron work, he finds you
there. And he says, "This is my wife." 1"
Interviews have stressed that the activities which defined wapoto
women rarely crossed the borderlines of profitability; "Jcubika
mapoto" [doing napoto] was mainly a method of making ends meet.
Mapoto women themselves did the housework in the homes they
shared temporarily with male tenants; this was one of the
distinguishing features of the relationship.
Mapoto women worked for men in a kind of barter deal. In return
for her domestic and sexual work the man provided accommodation,
food, and intriguingly, in an unwritten agreement, domestic
goods. A mapoto woman was not paid daily or nightly for her
services. Instead, it was tacitly acknowledged that when she left
the relationship she was entitled to take away with her some or
even all of the household goods that she fancied: "She took
them...even clothes, when she knew she wanted to go. Who would he
go and report to? [She would say], 'He was living with me,
refusing to give me money. That's why I have taken the things.'"
Another woman described the rationalizations of both partners at
the end of a mapoto relationship as follows:
[She would reason] "He has rejected me, of course. He
rejected me when I still loved him and It's better to take
utensils, of course, pots and pane, they are a
woman's. . .Yes, they are mine. I cooked and I washed for you,
and slept with you. So what I have taken is mine." [A]...man
could use force [to get his things back]; but some would
say, "I still have my strength, I can work and buy some
more. Let her go."
This arrangement might signify a number of things: an Ingenious
solution to the problems engendered by the minuscule wages earned
by the male workforce; an unwillingness of men to impart cash to
temporary partners; or women's awareness that given one or both
of these, money was not the only thing one could get from a man.
It also seems that this practice could have been a source of
female accumulation of property.113
Maooto women were often harassed by the authorities. In the
1940s, for example,
...we were arrested. We went to spend the day in a certain
house, and we were locked in - clang! And we spent the day
there...and it was said, "You have been arrested for staying
in the location, whilst you are not married...we are fining
you five shillings."...Then it was said, "Why do you stay
[there] without being married? If you get married we won't
arrest you."
Hflpotn could shade into prostitution depending on how often a
woman chose to end temporary relationships. Prostitution has
played a curious role in the political economy of urban colonial
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Zimbabwe. State and local authorities complained about African
prostitution in urban areas, but they never outlawed it.11*
However, colonial authorities regulated this labour in such a way
that prostitutes were at the bottom of the urban economy; when
urban women's independent access to housing was closed off, their
labour could no longer lead to any accumulation.11S
Prostitution thus became sex that women advertised and men paid
for and performed in bushes, behind buildings* at outdoor dances;
perhaps in the man's quarters but not in the woman's.110
Because they had the least secure access of all urban women to
housing* street-walking prostitutes constituted the last ranks in
a kind of reserve army of reproductive labour. Far from being
well-known* by the 1950s they were so disreputable that they had
lost the individuality of their own names. They used the names of
"champions" who had been famous prostitutes of the 1920s and
1930s (years when urban women still had some economic
independence).117
The following article from the African press in 1958, at a time
of mounting nationalist agitation in the colony, suggests
strongly that prostitutes were firmly differentiated from other
urban women. Their interests were specific, and their response to
their problems was that of workers; like the Bantu Women's League
of the 1920s they organized to defend their economic position.
Prostitutes Meet. May form union...at Kasasa, six miles
outside Salisbury, eight prostitutes met there last week to
discuss matters of common interest. They deoided to build
the nucleus of a trade union. The opinion of other centres
will be tapped, and if possible, a Colony-wide trade union
formed, which may affiliate to the T.U.C. of Southern
Rhodesia. At last week's meeting it was decided to raise the
fees by almost 100%, with effect from the first of March. It
jumps from 2s. to 4s. A spokesman told our vernacular
representative that this step had been taken in view of the
high costs of all commodities - food, clothing, and
furniture - in town, and the recent wage award to African
workers.110
Conclusion
This paper has sketched some of the factors which influenced
class differentiation between urban women in colonial Zimbabwe.
In the early years of urban settlement, some women took advantage
of opportunities offered by the new colonial situation and gained
access to housing. When this access was closed off, they
developed other strategies to carve niches in urban areas; for
most women, the main strategy was to try to become attached
formally or informally to a male worker and his "right" to
accommodation.
By the 1950s there was a great divide between groups of urban
African women; it was reflected in their opinions about each
other. One unnarried woman said,
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We [unmarried women] would meet, sometinea in the bar. He
were many and we would be friendly to one another...We
didn't have anything to do with [married women].3-10
On the other hand, a well-known woman reflected,
As a person who had a bit of knowledge, [the authorities]
took me as a person who could help. And the whites who
taught found it easy to teach through me, because I
understood their language...But those who were
[unmarried/divorced mothers] - they came to do their own
"jobs'1 and we wouldn't aim to teach those. They had their
jobs. I never had time for [them].120
Far from being composed of an undifferentiated mass of women,
urban African female society was awash with cross-currents of
privilege and privation. This arose from socio-economic pressures
imposed by official culture, but also from the embracing of
concepts of differentiation at community level.*&i
Acknowledging and charting the contours of women's urban
experiences can help to strengthen class analysis in African
social history. As an example, equating what we would call petty
bourgeois women with what historical African communities would
have called well-known women points towards interesting areas of
research in the intersections of class differentiation snd urban
culture.
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